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FAULT TREE ANALYSIS: AN OPERATIONS RESEARCH TOOL FOR
IDENTIFYING AND REDUCING UNDESIRED EVENTS IN TRAINING

Introduction

Analysis of a system; in relation to accomplishment of previously estab-

lished objectives, can be viewed in terms of.two basic approaches: (1) analysis

in terms of success or accomplishment of a system's purpose -- that is; what

must or shovld be done in order to achieve desired results; or (2) AnalysiS in

terms of failure or non-accomplishment of a system's purpose; The general pro-

cedure of both the past and the present seems to be to look at success factors.

Yet, it seems much more difficult and time comsuming to predict or determine

what promotes success in a system than it does to isolate those factors which

cause failure. (Stephens, 1973). If decision makers can systematically isolate

and avoid failure modes within a systemi the probability for success will be

enhanced. The purpose of this paper is to explore and suggest a systematic

approach to analysis of factors contributing to possible failure of a system;

in order that decision makers will be better informed and able to plan for

mission success.

Eault_Tree_Analysis

One approach to isolating failure modes within a system is fault tree

analysis. The fault tree method of analysis takes the approach of looking at

and analyzing the most undesirable events which could occur within a system

and then searching for and analyzing failures in sequence which would lead to

these undesirable events. The name "fault tree" is derived in the fact that

the graphic portrayal of a functional system which has undergone the process

of a fault tree analysis utilizes a branching process similar in outline to a

coniferous tree



The process of fault tree construction starts with a statement of a

critical undesired event which one wants to prevent from happening. The fault

tree is then constructed according to a series of logic steps, showing precisely

how a given failure event could occur. (Failure, as used here, means the in-

ability of a system or portion of a system to perform its expected function).

Once identified, potential failure modes can be easily ranked against each other

and weighted in terms of probable occurrence, resulting in the identification of

a critical or strategic failure path(s). Failure sequence priorities can then

be eStabliShed, allowing decision makers to know what should be avoided first,

second, third, etc. The idea is to identify, then plan strategies to avoid

potential failure events thereby increasing the probability of success.

Fault Tree Construction

The fault tree is constructed by showing the relationship between various

kinds of events which could cause failure of the system. These relationships

are Symbolized by logic gates. Two principle kinds of logic gates exist, the

AND gate and the OR gate (Stephens, et al, 1979). Graphically, the AND gate is

depicted by the symbol , and is used when two or more events must co-

exist in order to produce the more general event. Figure 1 depicts the portrayal

of events related by an AND gate as they would appear in a fault tree. The use

of the AND gate(s) occurs much less frequently (in most cases not at all in

behavioral systems than in hardware systems (Stephens, et al, 1979). The tree

in Figure 1 would read: "Events B and C must coexist in order to produce

Event A; or the output A can occur only if the inputs B and C coexist."



A

B

FIGURE I. THE AND GATE.

The OR logic gate occurs most commonly in behavioral systems; It is used

whehi of two or more possible inputs to an event; any one alone could produce

the output; The OR gate is depicted graphically by the symbol . Figure

2 depicts the portrayal of events related by an OR gate as they would appear in

a fault tree. The tree in Figure 2 would read: "The occurence of either Event

B or Event c alone will produce Event A."



A

FIGURE 2. THE OR GATE

Symbols Used in- Fault Tree Construrtfon

In addition to logic gates; other symbols are used in drawing a fault

tree. These symbols depict the types of inputs and outputs or events which

could lead to failure; and are classed according to their nature (Stephens;

et Ali. 1979). Symbols most commonly used for fault trees include:

1. Rectangle: Identifies an event that results from a

combination of leSS general fault events through an associated logic gate.

All events symbolized by rectangles have additional development or analysis

in the fault tree.

2. Circle: Identifies a basic failure event in WhiCh 4-5

further development is required: The dediaion regarding whether the event is
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a basic one or not depends largely on the perspective of the analyst. A basic

failure event occurs when the definition of an event is sufficiently explicit

to satisfy the purpose of the analysis. It is a failure inherent within the

unit of analysis.

3. Rhombus: Identifies an event which is not deve-

loped further because of (a) insufficient information; (b) very remote likelihood

of occurrence; or (c) due to other constraints (eg. time; money; etc.) which pre-

dlUde further analysis. If at a later date, however; constraints are removed and

it is desired to analyze the rhombus in greater depth; then it can be changed to

a rectangle in which case it could be developed and analyzed further; The rhombus

has no relationship with the diamond used as a dedision point in flow charting.

4. House: Identifies an event Whith, under normal conditions;

is expected to occur in the system defined and by itself may not cause a failure

event; The importance of noting it; however; is that when combined with other

events it might contribute to a failure event;

A rudimentary fault tree branch is portrayed in Figure 3. The botton of

the tree; for any fault tree branch, should always have events depicted by the

circle, rhombus, or house. These signify the end of development. In the example

portrayed in Figure 3, there are two branches of the tree and three levels of

development or analysis. The tree would read: "Event A can be produced either

by Event B or Event C or both; Event B can be produced only by the coexistence

of Events I) and E. heal can be prodneed either by Event V or Event G or

both; Event E is viewed as a primary or a basic failure event; And Event F is

an event which is normally expected to occur within the system; but which can
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contribute to Event C. Eventa, D, E, F, and G =- at the bottom of the tree --

require no further analysis or development."

A

B

D

C

FIGURE 3. ILLUSTRATION OF A FAULT TREE BRANCH.
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ttrawinLthe_Fault_Tree

The purpose of fault tree analysis is not to analyze all the possible

failure modes which could occur in a system, just the major ones. To help

insure that no important events are omitted, it is wise to conduct a thorough

mission analysis (see Figure 4) before attempting the graphical construction

of the fault tree.

Mission

Step 2.0

Task Al

Functic A Task AI

Function B

Function C

Task AJ

Task B1
Task B2
Task Bi

Task Ci
Task CI-

-

Step 2.1 Step 2.2

Statement of Listing of Listing of
goal, purpose functions tasks needed
or intent needed to to accomplish

accomplish each function
mission

FIGURE 4. SCHEMATIC SHOWING MAJOR STEPS IN MISSION ANALYSIS.

The mission analysis is derived by systematically considering the

major functions necessary to accomplish the mission and those important tasks

which must be accomplished within each function. Mission analysis enables the

analyst to see the system under study in a broad perspective, at the same time

identify specific areas that might undergo failure analysis.
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Actual fault tree construction begins with the selection of a top or

most general undesired event (UE). The UE may be stated in terms of failure

of the entire mission, or a failure identified with some function or task

crucial to the success of the mission. Regardless, it stands at the top of

the tree and analysis proceeds downward and outward. Inputs to the UE;

turn, become contributory failure events in a perceived cause and effect

relationship. The analyst drawing the fault tree, should have a good working

knowledge of the system under analysis, or immediate access to experts who do.

In generating the tree, the basic question seems to be: "Given a

specified UE, what sequences of events may possibly take place to result in

the actual occurrence of the UE?" Drawing the tree is a deductive process.

The general methodology is to identify predecessor events from the top of the

tree successively down to initiating or primal failure events. Once con-

structed -- and in the process of construction -- the tree is read from the

top down, noting at each level whether events are inputs to AND gates or OR

gates. In an effort to help insure proper diagnosis of each failure event,

the analyst should be very specific in formulating failure statements. Each

failure statement should contain four vital words: "Failure of ... because of

... or a suitable euphemism for them (see Figure 5).



UE

FAILURE OF

MISSION

Al

FAILURE OF MISSIO

BECAUSE OF FAILURES

RELATED TO FUNCTION

A

ETC.

IAILURES RELATED

TO FUNCTION B

FAILURE OF MISSIO

BECAUSE OF FAILUR S

RELATED TO FUNCTION

B

BI

- --ETC;

FAILURE OF MISSION

BECAUSE OF FAILURE;

RELATED TO FUNCTION

BECAUSE OF FAILURE

3F TASK 1

FAILURES RELA TED

TO FUNCTION B

BECAUSE OF FAILURE

OF TASK 2

WAD OM OM

FAILURES RELATED

TO FUNCTION B

BECAUSE OF FAILURE

OF TASK 3

-_ETC.

Cl

ETC.
ETC.

* INDICATES TRANSFER TO OTHER FAULT TREE

BRANCHES FOR CONTINUED FAULT TREE DEVELOP-

MENT UTILIZING FVNCTIONALi TASK OR OTHER

FAILURES ELICITED FOR LOWER LEVEL FAULT

TREE DEVELOPMENT

FAILURE OF TASK 1

BECAUSE OF FAME

OF FACTOR X

FAILURE OF TASK 1

BECAUSE OF

INADEQUATE FACTOR

FAILURE OF TASK 1

BECAUSE OF

FAULTY TASK Z

FIGURE 5. GENERAL FORMAT FOR DESCRIBING FAILURE EVENTS IN A FAULT TREE.

12
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As the analysis proceeds, it will be found that very similar events, or

even identical ones, will often show up in different branches of the tree. This

is a signal to the analyst to examine them in more detail, particularly if it

is felt that the likelihood of their occurence is high.

The analysis will be more accurate and efficient if it is done horizon-

tally rather than vertically -- that is, if all the inputs to an undesired

event are generated at one level before proceeding to the next level. The

analysis need not proceed any further than the analyst desires. Some events

may be represented by twelve levels, whereas others may be developed to only

two. The general rule is that each failure event should be developed to a

point where cause and effect relationships may be identified; and from which

rectification or treatment can be applied. The bottom of the tree, for any

branch, will always have terminal events.

Formulating Recommendations

Once the tree has been completely drawn, events can be subjectively

ranked against each other at each level to determine the strategic path(s) of

possible failure occurence. In addition, Stephens (1979) has designed a com-

puter program which calculates the relative probability of occurence for each

event. Discussion of the computer program and its application is beyond the

scope of this paper. For small trees (less than 300 events) much information,

including the ranking of events, may be gained by simply inspecting the tree

without necessarily quantifying events in the tree via a computer program.

The final step in conducting a fault tree analysis is to make recom-

mendations to promote success of a system based on the identification of a

strategic failure path(s) and terminal failure events. One of the great values

of fault tree analysis, as it relates to the formulation of recommendations is

that emphasis is focused not only on the strategic path(s) but also on the
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bottom levels or terminal events of the tree. If each bottom event is avoided

or rectified, then logically the entire sequence of failure events above it

would likewise not occur. Hence, in formulating recommendations, not only is

the strategic path(s) investigated closely; but also each terminal event of

interest.

In the drawing of the tree and its insper.rion, an individual or team of

experts can easily identify areas in which special care should be given within

a system to help insure its success. If the analysis is made during the design

of a new program, the decisions based on it could confirm original feelings

or lead to design changes. Recommendations based on the completed tree and

identification of the strategic path may lead to reallocation of resources,

installments of back-up systems, monitoring of paths with high failure potential;

provisions for improved communications, or the taking of corrective action.

Furthermore, visually displaying the completed fault tree and discussing the

strategic paths with personnel at various levels of the organization often re-

sults in the formation of excellent suggestions for improvements and creates an

appreciation for the entire system seen as a whole.

_Conclusion

By examining failure modes; the fault tree process generates questions

about a system which would not occur under the usual conditions of success

analysis. In generating failure inputs, the fault tree method focuses think-

ing on specifics. In addition, such analysis focuses attention on aspects

that might otherwise be overlooked by considering such questions as, "If

this event were to happen because of such and such causes, what measures can

we fall back on?" Furthermore, the methodology elicits answers to the question

"why?" That is, "why does a system fail; or why 'light it fail?"

14
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In summary, fault tree analysis has great; but relatively untested

potential for use under tne following conditions:

1. Whenever undesired events or concerns and factors contri-

buting to such can be identified.

Whenever involvement of the members of an organization

needs structure and systemizing.

3. Whenever a defensible approach to resource allocation within

a complex system is needed.

Whenever consensus as to what constitutes success within a

syl.)+:em is difficult to obtain.

15
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